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Strategic Adaptation in Multi Business Firms

Abstract

The literature on organizational adaptation is devoted for the most part to the survival of a single business firm. Consequently organizational metamorphosis gets a lot of attention. However, the survival of a diversified firm need not be tied to the fate of any one of its multiple businesses. The emphasis in a multi business firm has to shift from a concern for the adaptation of an individual business to the establishment of a management system that will help the organization become self adapting, albeit through the divestiture of declining businesses and the acquisition of more vibrant businesses. The paper presents three distinct options in this regard and discusses their stability.
Strategic adaptation is the process through which a firm ensures that it is legitimate, effective, and efficient. Legitimacy (Tushman and Romanelli, 1985) describes the strength of a firm's right to exist and to persist with its chosen mode of operations (external legitimacy); and the degree of commitment its members have to its mission and strategies (internal legitimacy). Legitimacy is assumed in all surviving firms. Effectiveness is measured by the relevance of a firm's products or services to its chosen markets. A firm's growth is a measure of its effectiveness. Efficiency refers to the amount of surplus contributions that a firm is able to generate through its chosen strategies, over the inducements that it has to provide its stakeholders for implementing those strategies (Barnard, 1938). Profitability is a common measure of efficiency. Clearly a firm has to make tradeoffs between growth and profitability, since the pursuit of one can hurt the other (Abernathy, 1978).

The balance required between growth and profitability is especially difficult to achieve in a single business firm. The growth potential of a business starts eroding as it progresses through its life cycle, and any efforts to reverse this trend can hurt the firm's profitability. Consequently, models of adaptation that are offered for a single business firm call for periodic organizational metamorphosis (Tushman and Romanelli, 1985). The firm cycles through a long period of convergence (or decay) punctuated by a short period of reorientation (or recreation).
Unlike a single business firm, the survival of a multi-business firm need not be dependent on the periodic metamorphosis of its business units. In fact, a primary reason for diversification is to decouple the survival of a firm from the fate of any one of its multiple businesses (Salter and Weinhold, 1979). The metamorphosis of a business unit has to be weighed against other alternatives open to the firm, such as partial salvage, divestment, or even termination. Moreover, a business unit may be able to rejuvenate itself in a more evolutionary fashion by leveraging on the strengths of other businesses in the portfolio of a diversified firm. Strategic adaptation in a multi-business firm is qualitatively different from that in a single business firm.

However, the extant literature on organizational adaptation has focused for the most part on a single business firm. For example, studies of adaptation based on ecological models (Freeman, 1982; Hannan & Freeman, 1977) or on industrial organization economics (Porter, 1980; Scherer, 1980) examine only the fate of a population of organizations or a strategic group in a single industry setting. Even the more integrative frameworks on organizational adaptation, like that of Tushman and Romanelli (1985), are applicable only to firms associated with a single product class.

Based on extensive field work, this study provides a framework for understanding strategic adaptation in a multi-business firm. It is beyond our present scope, however, to present any of the supporting data. The paper is organized into
three sections. The first section provides a brief discussion of some premises that underly our framework. The next section provides a summary description of the three distinct options that are available for managing strategic adaptation in a multi business firm. The third section discusses the stability of each of the three options and the problems of transition between them.

1. Premises Underlying the Proposed Framework

1.1 The Need for Proaction

The extant literature on organizational adaptation, for the most part, tends to view adaptation as a reaction to environmental change, i.e. as a process of achieving fit or consistency between environmental demands (emphasis added) and organizational states (Tushman and Romanelli, 1985). But adaptation can also be a proactive process aimed at manipulating a firm's environment by negotiating new domains, carving new niches, and forming new coalitions (Miles and Snow, 1978; Starbuck, 1975, 1976; Weick, 1969). As Hedberg, Nystrom, and Starbuck (1976:46) so eloquently observe:

...Timing distinctions between adaptation and manipulation are not merely uninformative, they often deceive. Stimulus-response pairs break behavioral chain into segments so short that a perceiver loses perspective; and vanishing with perspective, goes awareness of subtle maneuvers and unexploited opportunities. An environmental happening only elicits reactions if preparations for it were inadequate.

We believe that this preparedness is what makes adaptation strategic - hence our use of the term strategic adaptation. We
focus in particular on top management's use of management systems to encourage a firm's proactive search for growth opportunities.

1.2 The Need for Self Adaptation

Pettigrew (1987) provides a simple framework for managing strategic adaptation. It has three interrelated elements: (i) the content of the chosen strategy or the 'what' of change, (ii) the process through which change is implemented or the 'how' of change, and (iii) the context or 'why' of change, including the 'inner' context through which ideas for change have to proceed within the firm, and the 'outer' context of economic, business, political, and societal formations in which the firm must operate.

In a multi business firm top management can influence all of the above elements to some degree. Through its diversification, acquisition, and divestment decisions it chooses the 'outer' context to which the firm will be exposed. By the core values that it establishes and the informal network that it supports, top management shapes the 'inner' context of the firm. It establishes the process of change by the management systems that it employs, and finally through its influence on business strategies it determines the content of change.

The top management interventions described above differ in their versatility and inertia (Beer, 1972; Starbuck, 1975). An intervention is versatile if it supports strategic adaptation in several businesses at the same time. For example, if top mana-
agement can establish a corporate culture where strategic change is seen as healthy, its intervention would be versatile. The inertia of an intervention is a measure of its durability. Establishing premises that shape behavior is a more durable intervention than one that actually changes behavior (Beer, 1972; Starbuck, 1975).

Interventions that shape the core values within a firm towards change and build the management system and informal network to nourish it are the most versatile and inertial. By contrast, an intervention that actually changes the strategy of a business and reorients its organization for better alignment with the changed strategy is of a lower order. Such an intervention is business specific and not versatile. Also, it is not very inertial since the business organization has merely been adapted and not endowed with any self adapting abilities.

We contend that the literature on strategic adaptation focuses for the most part only on the lower order adaptation, where top management reorients (or recreates) the firm periodically after it has become maladapted (Tushman and Romanelli, 1985). Whereas a higher order adaptation would call for interventions at the level of management systems or core values such that the firm can be self adapting (Hedberg, Nystrom, and Starbuck, 1976). In a diversified firm this is the level at which top management can intervene. It neither has the cognitive capacity nor the information to engage in the lower order intervention of reorienting individual businesses. However, top
management can shape the firm's 'inner' context and design the
management process through which a firm will become self adapt-
ing. In the next section we will describe three distinct options
for self adaptation that we have observed in multi business
firms.

2. Options for Self Adaptation
In a Multi Business Firm

Three distinct options are available for self adaptation to a multi business firm:

1. Central Planning: Manage the firm's businesses primarily for profitability, and ensure long term growth through suitable acquisitions engineered from corporate headquarters. In this option growth is not nurtured within the firm.

2. Portfolio Balancing: Manage businesses either for growth or for profitability. Growth and profitability are balanced by selecting an appropriate portfolio of businesses.

3. Self Renewal: Manage each business for both profitability and growth through a dual structure administrative arrangement.

2.1 The Critical Distinguishing Dimensions

We will outline here the critical internal and contextual dimensions on which the three options differ. We will provide a more detailed description of the three options in section 2.2 that follows.

2.11 Management System

The Organization Structure: A multi business firm is typically structured as a divisional organization (Mintzberg,
There are three levels at which strategic decisions are made in such an organization: business unit, divisional, and corporate. A business unit manager is responsible for profitably serving a clearly demarcated set of customers with distinct needs (Abell, 1980). A division typically consists of several business units, though on occasion a large business unit can itself be a division. The basis of clustering businesses within a division varies across the three options. Finally, the corporate level includes a firm's Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Operating Officer, and their senior staff executives. Divisional managers typically report to the Chief Operating Officer.

The organization structures used in the three options differ on: (i) the management level(s) within the organization where growth and profitability are balanced, and (ii) the relative autonomy enjoyed by a business unit manager to pursue both goals (Table 1).

---

TABLE 1
---

In the central planning option growth and profitability are balanced at the corporate level. In contrast, this balance is made at the divisional level in the self renewal option. Growth and profitability can be balanced under the portfolio balancing option either at the corporate level (corporate portfolio management) or at the divisional level (divisional portfolio management).
The business unit managers in the central planning option are primarily responsible for the profitability of their businesses and have limited autonomy to pursue growth goals. In contrast, business unit managers in the portfolio balancing option can pursue either growth or profitability, but seldom both. It is only in the self renewal option that business unit managers have the autonomy to pursue both profitability and growth, albeit through different channels (to be explained in section 2.23).

The Strategy Process: The two critical process elements on which the three options differ are the degree of centralization in a firm's strategy making process and the degree of standardization in its strategy implementation process (Chakravarthy, 1987; Lorange, 1980).

In a centralized strategy making process, top management sets the mission for all business units and divisions in a top down fashion. Furthermore, it carefully scrutinizes the action plans proposed by them for adherence to their assigned mission, and ensures that operating budgets correspond closely to the approved action plans. A centralized strategy making process is not very conducive to nurturing growth within the firm. By contrast, when the process is decentralized there is a better chance of witnessing internally generated ideas for growth. In a decentralized strategy making process it is the divisional manager who sets the business mission, often in close consul-
tation with business unit managers. As long as the financial performance promised by the division is in keeping with corporate expectations, divisional budgets are not required to be tightly tied to the action plans proposed by the divisional manager in earlier periods.

The strategy implementation process is standardized, if the monitoring, control, and incentive sub-systems used by top management is identical across all divisions and are primarily based on a division's profitability. Such an implementation process is not very conducive to growth. However, when the strategy implementation process is tailored, divisional performance tends to be monitored, controlled, and rewarded to suit the divisional and business missions. The process relies both on a division's profitability as well as its efforts at growth (regardless of their success) in judging and rewarding divisional performance.

2.12 Defining the Contextual Pressures

The two important contextual factors (See Figure 1) that determine which of the three options is most appropriate to the firm are: (i) the portfolio pressure, and (ii) the financial pressure that its senior managers perceive the firm to experience.

------------
FIGURE 1
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Portfolio pressure normally varies with the severity of imbalances in the firm's business portfolio. It is a function of the attractiveness of the industries in which the firm competes in and the intensity of competition in these industries (Henderson, 1979). Financial pressure, on the other hand, varies inversely with the perceived ability of the firm to satisfy its stockholders. Stockholders are not impressed by diversity, growth, or balance per se in a firm's business portfolio, unless these can also generate a financial return commensurate with stockholder expectations (Salter and Weinhold, 1979).

2.2 The Three Options

2.2.1 Central Planning

When top management senses that both the portfolio and financial pressures faced by the firm are high, it is essentially faced with a turnaround situation. Strategy making is centralized in order to prune the firm's business portfolio and to ensure efficient allocation of the firm's scarce resources. Strategy implementation is also standardized and all businesses are managed for profitability in order to alleviate the firm's high financial pressure.

The central planning system is thus predominantly focused on improving profitability (See Table 1) and is not very conducive to growth. However, senior management may have no choice but to forego internal development opportunities and to rely
primarily on acquisitions for correcting imbalances in the firm's business portfolio. Acquisitions can provide the needed balance more readily, whereas internal development can be time consuming and risky. The corporate staff, notably the corporate planner, is responsible for the firm's acquisitions and for the limited growth that may be nurtured within the firm.

2.22 Portfolio Balancing

There are two variants to this option depending on whether the business portfolio is balanced at the corporate or divisional levels.

Corporate Portfolio Management: Should the context of a firm be such that despite high portfolio pressure, its financial pressure is low to moderate, senior management will have the slack resources to sponsor growth at least in some divisions. Other divisions may continue to be managed for profitability. Consequently, the strategy implementation process has to be tailored to suit the different missions assigned to each division.

However, given the high portfolio pressure associated with this context, the strategy-making process remains centralized. Portfolio balancing decisions are generally made at the corporate level, and acquisitions continue to be an important alternative for correcting portfolio imbalances (See Table 1).

Divisional Portfolio Management: On the other hand, if the context of the firm is such that financial pressure continues to
be high but portfolio pressure is not, senior management can decentralize the strategy making process. Low to moderate portfolio pressure means that the business portfolio of the firm is healthy, with opportunities for growth in every division. Portfolio balancing is, therefore, done at the divisional level (See Table 1). Senior management supplements the divisions' efforts through select acquisitions aimed at improving the firm's portfolio balance.

However, given the firm's high financial pressure, meeting agreed upon profit targets remains an important measure of the divisional manager's performance. Therefore, the strategy implementation process is standardized across all divisions and is based primarily on the division's profitability.

2.23 Self Renewal

When the context of a firm is one of low to moderate financial and portfolio pressures, the firm relies primarily on internal development for generating growth options in all of its businesses (Lawrence & Dyer, 1983). Firms that use the self renewal system are often linked in a matrix like fashion both by a strategic and an operating structure (Lorange, 1985). However, the strategic structure is not a permanent structure - it has no assets or manpower of its own. The strategic structure is primarily used as a think tank for engineering new strategic initiatives, whereas the operating structure is used for finetun-
ing the firm’s existing strategies and for implementing all of its strategies (See Table 1).

Link between the strategic and operating structures is through the assignment of roles in the strategic structure to various operating managers. Consequently, many business unit managers wear two hats under this system, one representing their responsibilities in the strategic structure for exploring new growth options, and the other representing their responsibilities in the operating structure for existing strategies and for profitably implementing strategies formulated in the strategic structure.

In a self renewal system the strategy making process is centralized in the operating structure and decentralized in the strategic structure. This means that businesses for which no growth has been proposed will be managed solely for profitability. The strategy implementation process is tailor made to accommodate both output and effort for strategies shaped in the strategic structure, but is standardized and based solely on output for those made in the operating structure. This is accomplished through the use of two budgets, a strategic budget for the former and an operating budget for the latter.

2.3 Self Adaptation in the Three Options

Each of the options described above can facilitate the continued adaptation of a multi business firm, albeit with different degrees of stability. The three options are evaluated
below using the prescriptions for a dynamically balanced system (Hedberg, Nystrom, and Starbuck, 1976):

2.31 Planned and Emergent Strategies

Planning allows a firm to forecast its environment, prioritize its goals, allocate scarce resources, detail action plans, and ensure efficient implementation. But plans cannot predict all events, cannot anticipate all competitor reactions, and cannot absorb all of the creative energies in a firm. Strategies can emerge with or without prior planning (Mintzberg, 1985). A dynamically balanced system should allow both planned and emergent strategies to co-exist.

The above balance is achieved in the three options by segregating activities that can be planned from others that have to be more unstructured (See Table 1). The pursuit of profitability, for example, can usually be planned while the nurturing of growth is often less systematic. For nurturing growth, diligent efforts and risk taking have to be recognized and rewarded, even if the budgeted outputs associated with these activities are never realized (Lorange, 1980). While all three options allow for some unstructured activities, it is only in the self renewal option that emergent strategies are encouraged in all businesses. Support is available through the strategic structure for the exploration of growth ideas in all businesses regardless of their relative maturity. By contrast, the other two options are more selective in their support of unplanned act-
ivies. The central planning option is the most planning oriented of the three.

2.32 Dissension and Coherence

A management system must encourage dissent, as without it critical assumptions on which a firm's strategies are based will never be questioned and revised (Pettigrew, 1974). However, it is equally important that dissent does not degenerate into indecision and acrimony. The system must provide coherence within which dissensions can be resolved.

In the central planning option the dissension is between the line managers and corporate staff. Each is allowed to question the strategic decisions of the other. Coherence is provided by top management who act as referees to these debates. In the portfolio balancing option the dissension is between the business unit, divisional, and corporate managers, with the latter two using the strategy making process primarily as a vehicle for questioning the validity of the strategies proposed by their subordinates. In some companies that use this option, analytical models are invaluable aids to managers in this questioning process. Coherence comes through discussions in the strategy making process and through mutual agreement among the three management levels. As a last resort, coherence is provided by top management in a corporate portfolio management system and by divisional managers in a divisional portfolio management system. Finally in the self renewal option the dissension is between
various experts in the task forces convened through the strategic structure. Coherence comes from mutual discussions and negotiations, with very little senior management intervention. The corporate culture in the firms that use this option plays a very important role in maintaining coherence.

2.33 Slack Poor and Competence Rich

If a firm is effective and efficient it generates slack resources. Unless this slack is simultaneously reinvested, even as it is generated, to expand a firm's core competencies (Chakravarthy, 1986), it can be lost in extra inducements paid to stakeholders (disproportionate to their contributions). Also a slack rich firm is likely to be complacent and, therefore, maladapted (Lawrence and Dyer, 1983; Van de Ven, 1986).

In all three options slack is withdrawn from the more profitable activities of the firm and used to fund growth activities elsewhere in the firm. In the central planning option slack is siphoned by top management to fund acquisitions. In the portfolio balancing option slack is withdrawn from some business units and divisions and transferred to others assigned a growth mission. In the self renewal option slack is extracted through the operating structure and promptly reinvested through the strategic structure.
2.34 Mechanistic and Organic Structures

As noted earlier a multi-business firm needs to balance both profitability and growth. The former can be best managed through a mechanistic structure, whereas growth is best nurtured in an organic structure (Burns and Stalker, 1961). The ideal organization must have both features.

Here again, this balance is achieved in the three options by segregating activities oriented towards growth from those aimed at profitability. However, the central planning option uses a mechanistic structure for the most part. In the portfolio balancing option there is better segregation between the two structures. But it is only in the self renewal option that every business is linked simultaneously to both an organic (strategic) and a mechanistic (operating) structure.

2.35 Contentment without Apathy

Another important requirement for a self-adapting system is its ability to ensure the cooperation of organizational members by keeping them sufficiently contented, and yet ensuring that contentment does not lead to apathy. The two major areas of contentment are the goals and activities assigned to a manager, and the rewards granted for performance against them. If there is perfect contentment in both areas, the manager is unlikely to sponsor change.

In the central planning option line managers will be typically discontented with their limited role in generating
growth options for the firm, and yet if they are rewarded richly for their contributions to its profitability they will continue to cooperate with the firm's mission. Conversely, staff managers in the central planning option may be contented with the activities assigned to them but may crave for the power and rewards enjoyed by the line managers. Harold Geneen is said to have masterfully exploited this minimal contentment to generate both conflict and cooperation among his line and staff managers at ITT (Kotter, Schlesinger, and Sathe, 1979).

The portfolio balancing option has problems in this regard, especially because of the tendency among firms that use this system to try for consistency between the personality of a manager, the goals and activities that he is assigned, and his rewards. Thus over a period of time the system can nurture two classes of perfectly contented managers, one pursing growth, and the other profitability. Both will find it difficult to change should the firm's context so demand.

In the self renewal option the package of goals, activities, and rewards assigned to a manager keep changing depending on his role in the firm's strategic and operating structures. Apathy is avoided by the inbuilt transience in a manager's roles, and yet minimal contentment is ensured through consistency in the assigned package between goals, activities, and rewards.

2.36 Revolutionary or Evolutionary Change
The usual organization behaves as if it prefers revolution to evolution, and yet what an organization should be avoiding is drastic revolutions (Hedberg, Nystrom, and Starbuck, 1976). Revolutions entail costs such as hostilities, demotivation, wasted energies, and ill founded rationalities. Evolution on the other hand allows an organization to sharpen its perceptions about itself and its environment through incremental experiments, and to facilitate its learning. A management system that supports evolutionary change is more enduring than one that is associated with revolutionary change.

A useful way to understand the strategic change sponsored by each option would be to refer back to Figure 1. High portfolio pressure is synonymous with loss of effectiveness and implies that a firm's strategies have lost their relevance. High financial pressure, on the other hand, refers more to a firm's loss of efficiency. While the two pressures do interact and influence each other over time, it is possible in the medium term for a firm to be effective without being efficient and vice-versa. The three management systems can then be visualized as engaged in different change processes.

Probably the most difficult change is the turnaround attempted by a central planning system. Whereas the centralization of the strategy formation process and the simultaneous tight and standardized control of all implementation actions associated with this system may seem very restrictive, they are required to reverse the dangerous decline in the firm's effectiveness and
efficiency. By contrast, a self renewal system emphasizes evolutionary change and seeks to retain the high effectiveness and efficiency that the firm already enjoys. Divisional portfolio management and corporate portfolio management systems fall between these two systems in terms of the radicalness of the change that they attempt. A divisional portfolio management system is typically used only when there is opportunity for related diversification through leveraging of business strengths within a division. A corporate portfolio management system on the other hand, does not seek further diversification but rather a careful reallocation of resources within a firm's portfolio to ensure improvement in the firm's efficiency.

3. Stability and Transition

We discussed three systems for self adaptation in the previous section. Each of them is appropriate to a different context and can help the firm improve its effectiveness and efficiency. However, they differ in their ability to withstand changes to their context.

3.1 Destabilizing Forces

While, for ease of exposition, we had assumed that the context of a firm is static, we know it can change due to both external and internal forces.

External change forces include structural changes in the industries in which the firm competes (Porter, 1980). Portfolio
pressure can change as a consequence. Another change force is the activism of a firm's stakeholders on matters such as environmental protection and safety. The additional costs that the firm may have to incur in order to be externally legitimate can add to its financial pressure.

A major internal change force is the very performance of a management system. Figure 2 maps two sets of transitions, one labelled as R (for reaction) that is triggered by the failure of a management system to relieve the firm's portfolio and financial pressures, and the other labelled as P (for proaction) which is prompted by the system's success.

If a management system fails to balance growth and profitability, the portfolio and/or financial pressures faced by the firm will mount. The firm's worsening context will require transition to a different system of adaptation. Transitions shown by the dark arrows $R_{21}$, $R_{31}$, $R_{42}$, and $R_{43}$ are of this type. Failure to make these transitions can further aggravate the firm's portfolio and financial pressures. The other set of transitions shown by the light arrows $P_{12}$, $P_{13}$, $P_{24}$, and $P_{34}$ represent transitions to a more stable system of adaptation. The reactive transitions (the R transitions) are driven by loss of performance, whereas the proactive transitions (the P transitions) are driven by a need to better withstand contextual changes.
3.2 Stability of the Three Options

3.21 Central Planning: The Unstable State

A central planning system can help a firm improve its efficiency and effectiveness. But when that happens, it then creates new expectations among the firm's divisional and business-unit managers. Having had no major responsibility for strategy formation in the turnaround years, they will seek a more active role in managing the company's affairs once its context improves. Failure to accommodate their demands can lead to loss of motivation and executive turnover. Internal legitimacy starts dropping in a central planning system even as effectiveness and efficiency start improving.

Moreover, the continued success of this system is predicated upon the firm's ability to find attractive acquisition targets. In recent years it has not only been very difficult to find undervalued acquisition targets, but the bidding war that typically ensues erodes into any value that the acquisition may have for the acquiring firm (Singh, 1984). A related issue is the social costs in potential disruptions to the firm's host communities because of its acquisitions, mergers, and divestitures. The external legitimacy of the firm may also come under attack. Nurturing growth only through acquisitions may, therefore, become increasingly difficult.

The firm must also begin to focus on profitable renewal opportunities afforded by its current businesses, instead of letting them decay in the hope of future replacements (Pascale,
Although the profitable extension of the life of a product or the rejuvenation of a maturing business may not always be possible, managers must be encouraged to seek such opportunities consistently (Hambrick and MacMillan 1982; Woo and Cooper, 1982). At the very least such an exercise will help the firm analyze structural changes in its industries.

Given the above difficulties we find the central planning system rather unstable.

3.22 Portfolio Balancing: The Stable State

A portfolio balancing system is relatively more resilient to both external and internal changes than a central planning system, especially if top management can alternate the use of a corporate portfolio management system with a divisional portfolio management system (See broken arrows in Figure 2). Each of these systems is self adapting, as discussed in section 2.3. But together, they can cope with most contextual changes.

When faced with a weakening business portfolio, for example, portfolio balancing must shift to the corporate level. The urgent need then is to prune the portfolio of unprofitable businesses and to selectively assign growth and profitability challenges to the firm's divisional and business unit managers. However, once the portfolio pressure is relieved, portfolio balancing can once again be delegated to the divisional managers. This not only buys their commitment and thus improves the firm's internal legitimacy, it can also improve the firm's efficiency. Divisional
managers are now better motivated to exploit economies of scale and scope within their divisions. The strategy implementation process is standardized to put pressure on the divisions to focus on improving their efficiency. However, should divisional emphasis tilt overly in the direction of efficiency with attendant deterioration in the firm's business portfolio, corporate portfolio management becomes once again very salient. The cycle begins all over again.

While portfolio balancing is a very stable system of strategic adaptation, capable of withstanding swings in both the portfolio and financial pressures faced by the firm, it has a few drawbacks as well:

i. Both divisional portfolio management and corporate portfolio management systems rely on portfolio balancing, the former at the division level and the latter at the corporate level. However, a portfolio configuration is but a snapshot in time. An emerging business or business family can over time grow and mature. Its growth and profitability needs will also evolve accordingly. It is not uncommon, therefore, for a business or business family to be straddling two different contextual orientations at the same time (Hamermesh 1986). The dual structure in a self renewal system is better able to shift its balance between an growth focus and a profitability focus as is required by the evolution of a business or business family.

ii. Managers in either a divisional portfolio management or corporate portfolio management system run the risk of being typecast. The mission assigned to the manager's business is often confused with his/her role in the company. For example, managers assigned missions that require the harvesting or divesting of business/business family may be perceived as less creative than those assigned missions involving the growth of a business/business family. The real danger of the management system excluding the creative inputs of a class of managers merely because of the missions currently assigned to them is avoided by the dual
structure in a self renewal system. Managers, regardless of their operating roles, are allowed to contribute to the development of new strategies.

3.23 Self Renewal: The Ultra Stable State

It may be recalled from our discussion in section 2.3, that this system is the best balanced on the six criteria that are prescribed by Hedberg, Nystrom, and Starbuck (1976) for a self adapting system. The self renewal system manages efficiency through the operating structure and effectiveness through the strategic structure. The operating structure is more mechanistic and planning oriented, whereas the strategic structure is more organic and innovation oriented. The two structures are intertwined, allowing for the lateral transfer of slack, and facilitating the free exchange of dissenting ideas between experts. Their shifting roles in both structures allows managers to be contented and yet be willing to change.

In concept such a system should help a firm be in continuous adaptation with its environment. Environmental changes will be monitored early and coped with effectively. However, should there be unanticipated and adverse changes to a firm's environment, top management can cope with these changes by merely shifting the relative importance of the strategic and operating structures. For example, if portfolio pressure becomes high top management can increase the slack transferred to the strategic structure and signal its importance by skewing rewards to activities performed in that structure. Conversely, if financial pressure becomes
severe top management can cut back on the funding given to the strategic structure and also skew the rewards more towards performance in the operating structure. While such shifts are not trivial, at least the system can handle contextual changes without major internal disruptions like in the other two options discussed above.

3.3 Other Organizational Considerations

In the above discussion we focused primarily on how to improve the stability of a firm's management system. However, the proactive transitions required to get to the more stable states are not always possible. The management system in a firm seems to change more readily in response to a firm's deteriorating context rather than the promise of ultra stability. Two major inertial forces that hinder the proactive transitions are: management style and organizational context.

3.31 Management Style as an Inertial Force:

Administering each of the three options discussed earlier requires very sophisticated but different management styles. In central planning, for example, the general manager has a significant role in shaping major strategic decisions, albeit with the help of a powerful staff and the counsel of his line managers. In the two portfolio management systems the general manager must orchestrate the firm's management system to shape different managerial mindsets as is appropriate to a business
context. Manipulation of a firm's context to influence decision premises is the key general management skill in a portfolio management system. The general manager in a self renewal system faces the added challenge of motivating his managers to produce two very different behaviors concurrently: profit orientation in the operating structure and growth orientation in the strategic structure. Balancing the relative importance of the strategic and operating structures is a key skill in this management system.

A CEO well suited to one management system may not necessarily be effective in administering another management system. Consequently, there is a tendency on the part of incumbent CEOs to retain characteristics of a management system that are best suited to their styles despite these being inappropriate to the changed context of a firm. Some analysts have pointed to this aspect as the primary reason why ITT did not change its management system under Geneen, even though central planning had stopped being relevant to the reduced portfolio and financial pressures that the company experienced in the later years of Geneen's tenure as CEO (Colvin, 1982).

3.32 Organizational Context as an Inertial Force

With the exception of the self renewal system, the other three systems use a divisional structure. In a typical divisional structure, each business unit is a profit center and controls most of the functions it needs to implement its chosen strategy.
To use a division portfolio management system effectively, divisions must be formed around related businesses. Similarly, it would help a corporate portfolio management system if divisions are formed around commonality of business missions.

In the self renewal system a strategic structure is overlaid on top of the divisional (operating) structure, and acts as the forum for formulating a firm's strategy. This dual structure makes sense only if there are a lot of interdependencies between the various business units in a firm's portfolio, cutting across division lines. If the strategic structure starts mirroring the operating structure, there is no need for the dual structure. The self renewal system can be used only if there are several interdependencies between a firm's businesses.

A management system must also be congruent with the sophistication and skill level of its users. Two of the proposed systems, divisional portfolio management and self renewal, place the responsibility for balancing a firm's business portfolio on the divisional manager. Besides, the divisional manager is also responsible for correcting any observed imbalances in the business portfolio by nurturing internal ventures. This delegation of responsibility can work only in firms that have a pool of qualified middle level general managers, who have earned the trust of corporate management.

Also, in a divisional portfolio management or self renewal system, for example, business unit managers are expected to show a great deal of initiative in new business development. Such a
A system of bottom-up idea generation will work, however, only if business managers have the requisite skills to develop new businesses. It may be quite appropriate in certain contexts, therefore, to seek either limited participation (central planning) or selective participation by a few business managers (corporate portfolio management) in new business development.

A firm's cultural setting is another important factor in choosing a management system. In certain firms managers may consider it a "loss of face" to revise a strategy that they had helped shape (Hamermesh 1977), or they may be reluctant to offer new ideas for fear they may fail. A self renewal system cannot be supported by such a firm. It requires a cultural setting that encourages risk taking and is tolerant of failures.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper three distinct options for self adaptation in a multi business firm. Whereas each is appropriate given a context, the attempt must be to move towards features of a self renewal system. We suggest that this is the most stable system of the three. However, such a transition is only advisable if the style of the CEO and the organizational context of the firm so permit.
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# TABLE 1

## OPTIONS FOR BALANCING GROWTH AND PROFITABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Central Planning</th>
<th>Corporate Portfolio Management</th>
<th>Divisional Portfolio Management</th>
<th>Self-Renewal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Locus of Responsibilities</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staff (growth)</td>
<td>Division (growth)</td>
<td>Division (growth &amp; profitability)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Division (profitability)</td>
<td>Division (profitability)</td>
<td>Division (growth &amp; profitability)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. Primary Mode thru' which growth options are generated
- **Option 1**: Acquisitions (Centralized)
- **Option 2**: Acquisitions and Internal Development (Centralized)
- **Option 3**: Internal Development and Acquisitions (Decentralized)

### 3. Strategy Making Process
- **Option 1**: Centralized
- **Option 2**: Centralized
- **Option 3**: Decentralized

### 4. Strategy Implementation Process
- **Option 1**: Standardized for all divisions
- **Option 2**: Tailored to suit divisional mission
- **Option 3**: Standardized for all divisions
- **Option 3** (Self-Renewal): Tailored to suit strategies shaped in the operating structure
Figure 1
A TYPOLOGY OF STRATEGIC ADAPTATION

Strategy Making Process

1. CENTRAL PLANNING
   - Centralized
   - Standardized and based on output

2. CORPORATE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
   - Decentralized
   - Tailor-made and based on output and effort

3. DIVISIONAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
   - High
   - Perceived Portfolio Pressure

4. SELF-RENEWAL
   - Low to Moderate
   - Perceived Financial Pressure

Strategy Implementation Process

- High
- Low to Moderate

Perceived Financial Pressure

- High
- Low to Moderate

Perceived Portfolio Pressure

- High
- Low to Moderate
Figure 2
TRANSITIONS BETWEEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Centralized
Standardized and based on output

Nature of Change

Strategy Making Process

1. CENTRAL PLANNING
2. CORPORATE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
3. DIVISIONAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
4. SELF-RENEWAL

Nature of Change

Perceived Financial Pressure

High
Low to Moderate

Perceived Portfolio Pressure

High
Low to Moderate

REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE

EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE

NOTES: Proactive Change - Subscript indicates transition from and to Reactive Change - Adjustments within Option 2
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